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Fast and Precise: Parallel Processing of Vehicle
Traffic Videos Using Big Data Analytics
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Abstract— Cities worldwide use camera systems that collect
and store large amounts of images, which are used to study
vehicle traffic conditions, facilitating traffic management author-
ities’ decision-making. Typically, the inspection of those images is
performed manually, which prevents extracting relevant informa-
tion in a timely manner. There is a lack of platforms to collect
and analyze key data from traffic videos in an automatic and
speedy way. Computer vision can be used in combination with
parallel distributed systems to provide city authorities tools for
automatic and fast processing of stored videos to determine the
most significant driving patterns that cause traffic accidents while
allowing to measure the traffic density. We use a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) to detect vehicles captured by traffic
cameras, which are then tracked using an algorithm that we
designed, based on multi-tracking Kalman filters. To speed up
analysis, we propose a low-cost distributed infrastructure based
on Hadoop and Spark frameworks for data processing: videos
are equally divided and distributed to multicore CPU nodes for
analysis. However, splitting up videos could generate inaccuracies
in vehicle counting, which were avoided through the use of an
algorithm that we present in this work. We found that it is
possible to rapidly determine traffic densities, identify dangerous
driving maneuvers, and detect accidents with high accuracy by
using low-cost commodity cluster computing. There is a lack
of computing platforms to collect and analyze key data from
traffic videos in an automatic and speedy way. Computer vision
can be used in combination with parallel distributed systems to
provide city authorities tools for automatic and fast processing of
stored videos to determine the most significant driving patterns
that cause traffic accidents while allowing to measure the traffic
density. This study explores the integration of different tools
such as parallel data processing, deep learning, and probabilistic
models. We present an approach based on Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) and Kalman filters to detect and track vehicles
captured by traffic cameras. To speed up analysis, we propose and
evaluate a low-cost distributed infrastructure based on Hadoop
and Spark frameworks and comprised of multicore CPU nodes
for data processing. Finally, we present an algorithm to allow
vehicle counting while avoiding inaccuracies generated when
videos are split to be distributed for analysis. We found that it is
possible to rapidly determine traffic densities, identify dangerous
driving maneuvers, and detect accidents with high accuracy by
using low-cost commodity cluster computing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CURRENTLY, more than 76% of all people live in
urban areas, according to the European Commission’s

science and knowledge service [1]. The necessity of improving
people’s quality of life in these mega-cities and the rapid
advancement of technology have driven the Smart City concept
worldwide. The European Initiative on Smart Cities was
presented in 2010 [2], which has four important dimensions to
conceive a Smart City. One of these dimensions is transporta-
tion, which is focused on using information such as traffic
camera videos to develop intelligent transportation systems.

As reported by the World Economic Forum the number of
vehicles in urban centers will double by 2040 [3]. An impor-
tant device to aid in building an intelligent traffic-management
system is the traffic camera, which allows registering informa-
tion on a street 24 hours a day, seven days per week. According
to [4], in 2020, one billion cameras were installed throughout
cities. Mohan et al. [5] estimate an increase of 100 times in
video traffic during the 2020-2030 period.

In an unautomated monitoring system, more cameras imply
more human intervention, which makes it difficult for traffic
management authorities to efficiently exploit the information
obtained from cameras. There is a lack of efficient platforms
for processing the images obtained from traffic cameras.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to collect
and analyze key data from previously-stored vehicle traffic
videos. We propose computer vision algorithms for count-
ing, detection, and identification of poor driving maneuvers,
by leveraging distributed analysis based on low-cost com-
modity cluster computing to efficiently analyze data from
videos with minimal human intervention and provide traffic
management authorities with useful information for decision-
making. We combine mature techniques such as YOLO and
Kalman Filter with our own ideas to improve the performance
of our tracking and detection system. In addition, we present
two innovative heuristic algorithms, one for detect distances
of each tracked vehicle to intersections and one for ensuring
an accurate counting by avoiding errors induced when videos
are split up and distributed on the cluster infrastructure.

After discussing related work on computer vision systems
for accident detection and distributed systems for the analysis
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of vehicle traffic data in Section II, we describe our contribu-
tions in Section III. In Section IV, we validate the ability of our
approach to detecting dangerous driving maneuvers quickly
and accurately using a set of previously stored traffic videos.
Finally, a conclusion section provides the major findings of
the study.

II. RELATED WORK

This section describes related work on different computer
vision algorithms used for automatic accident detection; and
investigations using computational infrastructure to accom-
plish data analysis (e.g., traffic pattern detection) in a distrib-
uted manner.

A. Computer Vision

Computer Vision is widely used for automatic accident
detection. Literature regarding this area can be classified into
three main subjects: detection, tracking and accident detection
algorithms.

1) Detection Algorithms: The goal of these algorithms is
to detect moving objects (i.e., vehicles) within a sequence of
images. There are several works on this topic, which can be
divided into two categories: those that use classical computer
vision algorithms, and those that use deep learning.

Much research within the first category is based on two
ideas: first, extracting the moving objects by differencing two
continuous frames, and then, detecting vehicles by extracting
features [6]–[9]. The main difference between these studies
is the type of features used. Unfortunately, in [10], it was
found that the detection codes based on features, background
subtraction, and moving object algorithms do not provide good
results under varied light, scale, and rotation; and when there
are multiple moving objects or a cluttered background.

Algorithms belonging to the second category such as Faster
R-CNN [11], YOLO [12], and SSD [13], have achieved high
proficiency in detection, and are becoming commonly used.

2) Tracking Algorithms: Traditional tracking algorithms [6],
[7], [9], [10], [14], based on features and moving object
detection presented issues in practical tracking applications,
where factors such as appearance change, illumination vari-
ation, partial occlusion, and complex background, strongly
affected its robustness and accuracy. On the other hand,
deep learning-based approaches such as Recurrent YOLO [15]
and Deep SORT [16] track objects by capturing the Spatio-
temporal features. The former is a single object tracking
method, while the latter is a multi-object tracker that com-
bines the effectiveness of Kalman Filter with bounding boxes
computed using a pre-trained convolutional neural network.

3) Accident Detection Algorithms: These algorithms com-
monly attempt to detect a possible accident by considering
parameters, events, and other information obtained from vehi-
cle trajectories. Early research in this area only used geo-
metrical information, such as Lin et al. [8], who just checked
the geometrical relationship between the vertices of the dif-
ferent vehicle contours, and Veeraraghavan et al. [17], who
developed a method that defines a collision by measuring the
distance between any two vehicles’ bounding boxes. Later,

probabilistic algorithms were suggested in [6] and [14] to
detect accidents using features such as position, acceleration,
direction, and vehicle area, among others, to define whether an
accident occurs. On the other hand, Hu et al. in [10] proposed
the learning of vehicle activity by using a fuzzy self-organizing
neural network. As claimed in [16], this network presented
some issues because of the difficulty of finding a proper traf-
fic accident dataset, which was necessary for learning-based
traffic analysis algorithms.

For detection and tracking, we base our work on the idea
presented in [16] by combining a YOLO detector with a
Kalman Filter Bank. We use YOLO V3 because, as was
demonstrated in [18], YOLO V3 outperforms SSD and Faster
R-CNN. On the other hand, for accident detection, we base
on [6] and propose a probabilistic approach adding new
features which are dynamically weighted based on heuristic
analysis of our local environment. In conclusion, we use
mature techniques combined with our own key ideas, which
allow us to improve the process that detects the most signifi-
cant driving patterns that cause traffic accidents.

B. Distributed Computer Infrastructure for Vehicular Traffic
Analysis

Recently, a number of different works have focused on pro-
viding parallel approaches that leverage distributed computing
infrastructure for scaling up machine learning algorithms [19].
In this section we discuss some related approaches that carry
out vehicular traffic analysis in a distributed way.

Rathore et al. [20] proposed a platform and data analy-
sis algorithms to detect illegal traffic behavior. This work
combines Hadoop and Spark infrastructures with graphics
processing units to analyze the vehicle traffic captured by
city cameras. Triguero et al. [21] used Big Data distributed
infrastructure to identify traffic incident hot spots. They pro-
pose an “immune-inspired” approach and the MapReduce pro-
gramming paradigm to solve this problem. Amini et al. [22]
proposed an architecture for distributed computations based
on Big Data analysis on the context of traffic control.
In [23], Zhang et al. described an algorithm for license
plate detection, which achieves scalability using Hadoop and
Spark systems for distributed computing. As in our work,
they used the YOLO algorithm and CNNs for detection.
Recently, Sundareswaran and Lavanya [24] propose an Apache
Spark/Kafka-based solution to predict traffic congestion using
deep learning. Solarte et al. in [25], described the design of
a microservices-based architecture to develop resilient cities
applications based of distributed cloud infrastructure and effi-
cient computational mechanisms for data processing.

Our work differs from these approaches in many ways. The
main scope of Rathore et al. [20] work is to identify traffic
risk patterns, focusing on a set of poor maneuvers that differ
from ours. Moreover, they do not detect the occurrence of
accidents. In contrast, our approach uses poor maneuver detec-
tion as the input of a model that determines accident occur-
rence probability. Triguero et al. [21] work uses large datasets
stored in text files as a source of information. In contrast, our
approach uses images collected from traffic videos as input.
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Amini et al. [22] work, does not use real-world data to vali-
date the proposed solution. They demonstrated their approach
by using simulations to control a freeway hard shoulder lane.
In contrast, our work uses data extracted from real videos
of the streets of cities. Concerning Zhang et al. [23] work,
we use a similar approach for a different goal: incidents and
accidents generated using YOLO and CNN. Sundareswaran
and Lavanya [24] work focuses on traffic flow prediction using
Big Data technologies. Our solution, in contrast, focuses on
leveraging Big Data infrastructure to detect a set of risky
driving maneuvers. Finally, Solarte et al. [25] work presents
a theoretical software architecture for resiliente cities. In con-
trast, in this work, we solve a practical problem in resilient
cities, providing machine learning algorithms for vehicle traffic
monitoring, leveraging distributed computational infrastruc-
ture, and proposing algorithms to distribute videos under
analysis.

III. A DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM FOR ACCIDENT DETECTION

FROM VIDEO IMAGES

To ensure efficient operation, data analysis systems require
specialized computer infrastructure. Allocation of computa-
tional resources in such systems should be carefully planned
based on multiple factors, including the electrical power con-
sumed in the data center, the performance of the supported
services, and the interference relations between the workload-
sharing resources. Resource allocation must be conducted in
a dynamic manner; by adapting to the current system load
and considering appropriate fault tolerance. It is necessary to
design systems that are sufficiently elastic to adequately sup-
port services with fluctuating computational resource demands.

We propose a scalable image processing system for vehicle
detection, classification, and tracking. This system allows the
processing of images by efficiently leveraging a computational
cluster that significantly reduces analytical times. This utilizes
Spark [26] and Hadoop [27] data analysis technologies, as well
as MapReduce [26] programming paradigms to partition,
distribute, and manage jobs.

In our architecture, video sequences are taken from a data
bank; and partitioned and analyzed in a distributed manner
through the mechanisms provided by Spark’s MapReduce
algorithm. Finally, the result is a consolidation of the metric
under analysis, in this case the occurrence of patterns and/or
accident events, which are stored in a database for subsequent
report generation. Fig. 1 shows how the MapReduce algorithm
is used to parallelize the video analysis. A simple example for
counting different types of vehicles is shown. The phases of
analysis and data reduction correspond to the tasks performed
by the Spark workers.

As described in this section, our approach heavily leverages
on parallelization to speed up analysis. While other Big Data
systems increasingly make use of expensive Graphic Process-
ing Units (GPUs) [28], our Hadoop/Spark system keeps
computational infrastructure costs low by processing small
parts of videos on a cluster of multicore CPU-nodes instead.
A common approach in Big Data systems used to analyze
images from video is to process videos in parallel by allocating

Fig. 1. MapReduce video analysis. A simple example of a 4-node cluster
used for counting different types of vehicles is shown.

Fig. 2. Cluster for video analysis.

a node to each entire video. This may generate load imbalance.
Our approach solves this problem by equally dividing videos
and distributing the resulting chunks to nodes for processing.
However, this approach may generate processing inaccuracies,
which we solve by proposing a heuristic algorithm described
on Section III-C.

A. Cluster for Data Analysis

The cluster for data analysis requires different components
that interact with each other to enable distribution of the tasks
assigned to the system (see Fig. 2). Next, we describe the
components we developed:

• Provisioner. This receives user requests regarding videos
to be analyzed in the system. These requests include
as input the videos to be analyzed, the specifications
regarding hardware (i.e., number of nodes and cores), and
the number of parts into which videos are split. Videos are
split equally and submitted to the master node, providing
the workers’ memory requirements and the number of
executors. Video Analysis is executed in parallel by using
Algorithm 1.

• Report Manager. This component generates reports of
accident patterns detected. Accident patterns and events
are stored in a MySQL database and reports can be gen-
erated from an application that we developed in Python
Flask web development micro-framework.
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Fig. 3. Pattern detection system.

• Pattern Detection System. This addresses the detection
of accident patterns from video images. In general, each
node is assigned a portion of the video to be analyzed.
The results of the analysis are stored in a structured
database. Section III-B describes this component in detail.

Additionally, some of the general Hadoop features that our
solution leverages are explained as follows:

• Naming System. This allows identification of the nodes
in the network through a domain name system, which
converts the domain names into IP addresses.

• Resource Planner. This performs the assignment of
tasks to nodes and the mapping of data to the Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS). The resource planner
manages the namespace of the file system and controls
the access to files by clients.

The distributed video analysis mechanism that we designed,
represented in Algorithm 1, takes split videos as input, trans-
formed into a Spark resilient distributed data set (RDD).
A map operation is then performed over each dataset item.
This operation corresponds to our pattern detection algorithm.
Finally, a global result with the combination of the partial
results obtained from each map is collected and stored on the
distributed file system.

Algorithm 1 Distributed Video Analysis Algorithm
Require:

Video partitions V = [v1, v2, . . . , vN ]
Initialize:

R E S ← 0, i = 1, . . . , M
N EV E N T S← 0
R DD ← parallelize(V )

1: for i ∈ {1, . . . , M} do
2: R E S[i] ← map(R DD[i])
3: N EV E N T S← collect (R E S)

B. Pattern Detection System

As shown in Fig. 3, an image sequence is acquired from
static traffic cameras that is the input to a CNN whose output
provides locations of different vehicles (i.e., buses, trucks, and
cars). We use YOLO as an object detector because it allows
locating each object in an image and characterizing it by a
bounding box enclosing the object along with a probability
associated with a class label.

Because several distinct vehicles can be detected in a
frame, we need to use a bank of Kalman filters to track
them. To improve the vehicle multi-tracking system, we use
two well-known algorithms: IoU [29] and the Hungar-
ian algorithms [30]. The former allows us to obtain a

Fig. 4. Example showing the segmentation of lanes and their relative
centroids (a) original street image (b) segmented lanes (c) mask lanes
(d) centroids by intersection.

more precise Region of Interest (ROI) enclosing each vehi-
cle detected, while the latter optimizes rate time, match-
ing new detections on new frames with previous Kalman
predictions.

The multi-tracking system is updated frame-by-frame, and
each detected vehicle and its respective tracked locations are
placed in an array. To avoid unnecessary growth of such an
array, once a vehicle is no longer detected by YOLO for more
than five frames, it is removed from the multi-tracking system.
Notably, if any vehicle previously eliminated is detected again,
it will be newly included with a new ID.

The location array feeds our feature detector system, based
on [6], whose main contributions consist of extracting some
features that can aid in accident detection. Ki and Lee [6]
proposed changes in acceleration, position, direction, and area
of the moving vehicle as features. However, we considered that
the area of the moving vehicle feature provides no added value,
because it can significantly vary over long lanes. In contrast,
it could become a negative factor of the response provided by
the system. Therefore, based on [31] and the National High-
way Traffic Safety Administration [32], who claim that nearly
40% of crashes typically occur in intersections, we removed
the area feature and used our own feature, which we call
Distance to Intersection (DI ).

To calculate this new feature DI , we must first segment
lanes by manually placing some marks to create irregular poly-
gons as shown in Fig. 4. For each lane, we find all its existing
intersections along with its relative centroids. Importantly, this
procedure is performed only one time considering the static
nature of the video cameras used.

The centroids of each intersection along with the locations
of each vehicle provided by the bank of Kalman filters serve
as the input of the distance intersection detector, which in turn
has a function termed Intersection Over Object Area (IOOA),
represented in Algorithm 2, which allows one to associate each
vehicle with a particular lane and their intersections. If a vehi-
cle is associated with a lane without intersections, the detector
intersection returns DI = ∞; otherwise, the detector returns
the distance between the vehicle and the nearest centroid as
an absolute value.
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Algorithm 2 Intersection Over Object Area Algorithm (IOOA)
Require:

Lanes area L = [l1, l2, . . . , lN ]
Vehicles area V = [v1, v2, . . . , vM ]
Initialize:

R AT I OS← 0, i = 1, . . . , M
1: for i ∈ {1, . . . , M} do
2: for j ∈ {1, . . . , N} do
3: calculate ratio = (Vi ∩ L j )/Vi
4: if ratio > R AT I OS[i] then
5: R AT I OS[i] ← ratio
6: 〈V [i], L[ j]〉
Ensure: Tuple for each vehicle: 〈V [i], L[ j]〉

The weighting features block assigns weights (ω) to the
following four features: Change in Velocity (CV ), Change in
Position (C P), Change in Direction (C D), and Distance to
Intersection (DI ). We use the tracking over each vehicle to cal-
culate speed and orientation. These, in turn, allow us to define
the different thresholds used in equations (1) to (4). Therefore,
for the CV , which is a useful descriptor because a traffic
accident is a situation where vehicles decelerate abruptly,
we use B = 0 (vehicle stationary), while A is proportional to
the maximum speed allowed by the local authorities. For C P
parameter, which represents change vehicle position on the
XY plane, an abrupt change is linked with a possible traffic
accident. We set C and E as zero, and, D and F proportional
at one maximum distance in pixels. It is worth noting that we
define a higher limit because the range of this parameter can
be broad, causing that smaller but significant values not to be
taken into account in a meaningful way. For setting G and H
in Eq. 3, we follow a similar logic to that used in Eq. 2. For
this case, G = 0 means that there is no orientation change,
and H was set considering the maximum permitted steering
angle. Lastly, for setting I and J , we assign a higher weight
to intersections closer to the vehicle being tracked. Therefore,
values near the lower threshold are highly valued, while the
opposite is happening with values near the higher threshold.

CVω =
⎧⎨
⎩

1

A
∗ CV , if −A ≤ CV ≤ B

0, otherwise.
(1)

C Pω =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1

D
∗ |C Px | , if C ≤ C Px ≤ D

1

F
∗ ∣∣C Py

∣∣ , if E ≤ C Py ≤ F

1, if C Px > D

1, if C Py > F

0, otherwise.

(2)

C Dω =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1

H
∗ |C D| , if G ≤ C D ≤ H

1, if C D > H

0, otherwise.

(3)

DIω =
⎧⎨
⎩
−1

J
∗ |DI | , if I ≤ DI ≤ J

0, otherwise.
(4)

Finally, the last block determines the probability of accident
(P A) for each vehicle detected and tracked. If the vehicles are
tracked in a street with intersections:

P A = (CVω + C Pω + C Dω + DIω)/4 (5)

Fig. 5. Initial configuration for the video counting system. Subfigure
(a) shows the street (enclosed by a blue polygon) on which will be carried out
the counting process. In subfigure (b), everything besides the selected polygon
is hidden in the frame.

But, if the vehicles are tracked in a street without
intersections:

P A = (CVω + C Pω + C Dω)/3 (6)

It should be noted that for the calculation of the velocities
we use the Algorithm 3

Algorithm 3 Velocity Algorithm
Require:

Detected vehicle centroids C = [c0, c1, . . . , cN ]
Street direction str Dir = H orizontal, V ertical
Initial frames number Ini Fr Num
Final frames number FinFr Num
Frame rate Fr Ra
Passed instant Velocities V = [v0, v1, . . . , vN ]
SCALE
Windows W
Initialize:

�Pos In Pixel, �PosMeters ← 0
initT ime, �T ime, promV el ← 0

1: (posx(i), posy(i) )← trans f orm Perspective(C[i])
2: if str Dir == V ertical then
3: �Pos In Pixel ← posy(i) − posy(i−W )

4: if str Dir == H orizontal then
5: �Pos In Pixel ← posx(i) − posx(i−W )

6: �PosMeters ← �Pos In Pixel ∗ SC AL E
7: initT ime← Ini Fr Num/Fr Ra
8: �T ime← (FinFr Num/Fr Ra) − initT ime
9: V [i] ← �PosMeters/�T ime
10: promV el ← (V [i − 1] + V [i])/2
Ensure: for each vehicle: promV el, V

C. Video Counting System

Government authorities leverage vehicle traffic measure-
ments for city planning. We propose an efficient vehicle count-
ing system that evenly splits videos and processes resulting
in chunks on separate nodes [33]. This approach, however,
could negatively effect the accuracy of the counting algorithm,
since a vehicle could appear on two different video chunks at
the same time and be counted twice. To tackle this problem,
we designed an algorithm (See Algorithm 4) in which we
consider the direction in which the vehicle moves and the
lane.

Our counting algorithm uses an initial street configuration
(see Fig. 5) to define the area where the vehicles should be
tracked, avoiding following the vehicles outside this zone.
Furthermore, to allow our algorithm to make decisions about
when and where a detected vehicle must be counted, this zone
has associated three flags as shown in Fig. 6. The first flag is
located before the red line, the second flag is located between
the red and blue lines, and the last one is located after the
blue line. Then, our algorithm will consider a vehicle, for
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Fig. 6. Location of the flags within the zone where the vehicles are detected,
tracked and counted.

counting into the chunk, in two particular situations: when the
tracked vehicle activates the flags one and three, and when
the tracked vehicle activates only the flag two. It should be
noted that the double-counting of vehicles can happen at the
time of splitting up the video, and, the detected vehicle lies
on the red line or a few frames after. Since the flag one no
longer appears activated in this new chunk, the question arises
as to whether or no algorithm should count this vehicle; so
the second flag is located a short distance from the red line to
guarantee that the vehicle has not already been counted in the
previous chunk. This distance is calculated taking into account
the ratio between number of frames and the maximum speed
permitted by the local authorities.

Algorithm 4 Vehicles Counter Algorithm
Require:

Detected vehicle centroids C = [c0, c1, . . . , cN ]
Counting Area Street C AStr
Frames number Fr Num
Maximum Speed Allowed Max Sp
Frame rate Fr Ra
Flags F = [F1, F2, F3]
Virtual Lines V L = [V Lred , V Lblue]
Position Flags P F = [P F1, P F2, P F3]
Initialize:

δ← Fr Num/Max Sp
P F1 ← V Lred − δ
P F2 ← V Lred + δ
P F3 ← V Lblue + δ

1: while CN within C AStr do
2: if CN activate F1 and CN activate F2 then
3: counter ← counter + 1
4: if CN activate F3 then
5: counter ← counter + 1
Ensure: counter

IV. RESULTS

This section presents the results of the evaluation of our
pattern detection system and the distributed system that allows
one to parallelize the processing of videos, thus accelerating
the delivery of results.

A. Distributed System

To explore the benefit of using distributed systems to per-
form the video analysis required by our system, we configured
a Hadoop cluster and wrote a version of our algorithm to take
advantage of the distributed programming model offered by
Spark. For all the experiments, we used a 5-min traffic video
from a set of videos that we collected from a street in Cali,
as shown in Fig. 7, where a conventional camera was installed
at a height of 4.5 meters with a tilt of 45-degree angle.

Fig. 7. Image showing the scenario where the camera was placed. In (a) a
top view shows the camera position (red-point), and the region of interest
(blue shaded area), while (b) a frontal view shows the installation height of
the camera.

Fig. 8. Test cluster.

1) Evaluation Infrastructure: We ran our experiments in
a 17-node computer cluster (see Fig. 8). One node was
configured as the master node and the other 16 nodes as
workers. Each node was an Ubuntu 18.04 Virtualbox virtual
machine. Each virtual machine, running on a separate host,
was configured with eight virtual cores with a processor fre-
quency of 3.6 GHz and 32 GB of RAM. We used as physical
hosts the machines of a computer laboratory, each one with
the following specifications: a Core i7-7700 3.6 GHz Quad-
Core with Hyper-Threading technology (4 cores / 8 threads),
500 HDD, and 64 GB of RAM. An additional machine
with the same specifications was configured for the MySQL
database server. We explored different cluster configurations,
scaling from 1 to 16 nodes, and using different numbers of
cores per node. Additionally, we performed experiments to
vary the number of parts in which we split videos (partitions).

2) Results Analysis: Table I shows the time to completion
of our pattern detection algorithm. As expected, increasing the
number of nodes and cores by node improved performance.
We can see that, in order to take advantage of parallelization,
it is desirable to use node counts greater than two and more
than two cores per node. The benefit of splitting up videos
into larger partitions is obtained when a sufficient number of
cores is guaranteed (e.g. when larger counts of nodes and
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TABLE I

VIDEO ANALYSIS TIME TO COMPLETION IN SECONDS FOR DIFFERENT
CLUSTER CONFIGURATIONS

cores per node are used), since they are more likely to be
analyzed concurrently. For example, when we used one core
per node, we observed the benefit of increasing the number of
nodes; although, given the low degree of parallelism at node
level, using a large number of partitions did not have effect
for most of the cases. On the contrary, when running the test
on 16 nodes each one using 8 cores, the time of completion
to analyze videos is reduced by 48% when the number of
partitions is increased from 16 to 128 (see Table I).

3) Performance of a Non-Partitioned Video Analysis on
a Single GPU Node: We ran our algorithm to process a
non-partitioned video on a node configured with 64GB of
RAM and an NVIDIA Tesla M10 GPU Computing Accelera-
tor with 32 GB of GDDR5 memory. The time to process the
same 5-min traffic video tested on the distributed infrastructure
was on average 7.5 minutes showing the benefit of splitting
and processing videos on our distributed infrastructure.

B. Detection System

One of the challenges in testing our detection system was
collection of video sequences of traffic accidents.1 We decided
to create a dataset with short sequences (between 5 and 25 s)
from two different sources: the former were downloaded from
public video-sharing websites (e.g., kaggle), while the latter
were obtained from the Secretariat for the Mobility of Cali
(Colombia), which provided videos from a vehicular traffic
tunnel within the city (See Fig. 9). To show the strengths and
limitations of our proposal, we carefully selected six of the
collected video sequences. It needs clarifying that the system
was both trained and validated on 320×240 videos at 10 FPS
sampling rate.

We will consider a possible accident if our system provides
a value exceeding 80% in P A (See Equations (5) and (6)).
In this case the vehicle is indicated by a red shadow within
the picture; otherwise, it will be indicated by a blue shadow.
Notice that most of the vehicles are detected and tracked

1Videos used in this work are available in
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LEVfesE9kWjUdqchBmGSBlTKzuTL
T1V5?usp=sharing

Fig. 9. Image showing the vehicular traffic tunnel where the sixteen cameras
are located. In (a) a top view shows the approximate location of each camera
(red points), as well as the region of interest (blue shaded area), while in
(b), a frontal view shows the installation height of each camera which is
4.87 meters with a tilt of 45-degree angle.

Fig. 10. Image showing how any scene will be processed for further analysis.

Fig. 11. Sequence No. 1: Two vehicles identified BA and AX, engage in a
dangerous maneuver.

in each analyzed video; however, to improve the clarity of
the analysis, we only show the vehicles involved in potential
accidents, as shown in Fig. 10, where (a) depicts the original
image, (b) depicts the image with all vehicles detected, and
(c) depicts the vehicles being analyzed.

As shown in the first sequence (see Fig. 11), two vehicles
are involved in a dangerous maneuver that could have caused
an accident, as displayed in the footage. However, in this case,
the two involved vehicles do not collide, as shown in Fig. 12,
which plots the traffic crash probabilities for each car frame-
by-frame. One can clearly observe that the probabilities of
being involved in an accident for both vehicles reach as high
as 100% and then slightly decrease, according to the changes
on the weighting feature calculation (see Fig. 3), because both
vehicles continue to move forward.

Fig. 13 shows a collision between a truck (ID:AA) and a
car (ID:AB) as sequence No. 2. Because the truck is closer
to the intersection than the car (b), the crash probability of
the truck exceeds 80% before that of the car does (c). Then,
in (d), both vehicles reach 100%, and because none of the
vehicles continues to move forward, our system determines
that an accident has occurred. The aforementioned scenario is
corroborated with the probability analysis shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 15 shows a car with ID:AT moving through a road
tunnel. In (a), (b), and (c), it can be noted how the accident
probability is high, but lower than 80%. This situation is due
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Fig. 12. Sequence No. 1: Probabilities of the frame-by-frame traffic crash.

Fig. 13. Sequence No. 2: Two vehicles identified by ID:AA and ID:AB,
collide.

Fig. 14. Sequence No. 2: Probabilities of a frame-by-frame traffic accident.

Fig. 15. Sequence No. 3: A vehicle identified as ID:AT collides with the
road tunnel.

to a big change in the position and orientation parameters,
although the probability does not increase further because the
car continues moving. Therefore, when the car stops and turns
abruptly, the algorithm obtains a high probability and confirms
the possibility of an accident occurrence. In this case, the car
changes from blue to red as shown in (d). This behavior is
validated with the plot in Fig. 16.

In cases where the overlap between vehicles is too broad,
problems occur with respect to valid detection, as shown
in Fig. 17. Initially, it can be seen how the vehicles with the
IDs BE and AF are involved in an accident. However, once
vehicle ID:AF fully overlaps with vehicle ID:BE, the system
stops detection; then, it appears again with a new ID. As shown
in Fig. 18, it is clear that the vehicle with ID:AF disappears and
a new vehicle appears with ID:BL. Despite this, the algorithm

Fig. 16. Sequence No. 3: Probabilities of a traffic accident for ID:AT; in a
frame-by-frame manner.

Fig. 17. Sequence No. 4: Overlap issue.

Fig. 18. Sequence No. 4: Probabilities of a traffic accident in the presence
of overlap between vehicles.

Fig. 19. An example showing how the vehicle ID changes when approaching
the vanishing point. (a) and (b): same ID, (c) and (d): different ID’s.

can detect the accident by using the information of the non-
occluded vehicle.

Another issue occurs when a car is near the vanishing point,
it is not continuously registered by the system, which causes
constant changes in the ID, as shown in Fig. 19 where a car
labeled as ID:AA in (a) and (b) changes its label ID to AP
and AT in (c) and (d), respectively. Then, we select an ROI,
that does not include the region closer to the vanishing point.

Table II summarizes the effectiveness of our system in
terms of vehicle detection (YOLO), vehicle tracking (bank of
Kalman filters), and crash detection.

C. Vehicle Counting System

In order to validate the accuracy of our vehicle counting
system, we performed an experiment to count the number of
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TABLE II

EFFECTIVENESS LEVEL ACHIEVED BY THE DETECTOR/TRACKER
SYSTEM PROPOSED

Fig. 20. Number of vehicles counted by four nodes (subfigures (a) to (d))
when the video is split vs. number of vehicles counted by a single node using
video without splitting (subfigure (e)).

TABLE III

COUNTING VEHICLES ALGORITHM EXPERIMENT

vehicles crossing a target location, represented by the red lines
in Fig. 20. Subfigures show the last frame of the video chunk
processed on each node. The processing node and current
vehicle count are labeled on each figure. Colors surrounding
the vehicles do not have special meaning here, being part of
the tracking algorithm running at the same time.

We compare the results of processing an entire video on
a single Hadoop data-node against the ones obtained from
our algorithm used for splitting the video into four chunks,
processing each chunk on a separate Hadoop data node, and
then adding the individual results. For the former case, the final
count is shown in Fig. 20e. Figures 20a to 20d show the
resulting count for the latter case. The same vehicle count
for both cases shows the accuracy of our algorithm.

The experimental results conducted to prove the advantages
of our counting algorithm are shown in Table III. We used a
5-minutes video and split it into 64 parts distributed to different
nodes for processing. In table III we can see the ground truth
when the video is divided into 64 parts, or not divided at all.
Our algorithm counted the same number of vehicles as the
ground truth for both cases.

To evidence inaccuracies that our algorithm avoids (See
Fig. 21), we ran a counting algorithm oblivious to the par-
tition problem. That algorithm counted more vehicles in some
partitions, and its result was different from the ground truth.
The inaccuracies may occur when the system split a video, and
the vehicle passes the line or it is over the line at that very
moment. In those cases, the vehicle will be counted twice.

Fig. 21. Counting error. Figures (a) and (b) show how the same vehicle
was counted in two different nodes (3 and 4). The same occurs to the vehicle
shown in figures (c) and (d), where it is counted for nodes 34 and 35. A red
square appears when the vehicle is counted.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To the best of our knowledge, the intelligent traffic pat-
tern detection system proposed in this study is among the
first approaches to use computational vision in combina-
tion with a distributed system to study the behavior of the
traffic accidents in cities in an efficient manner. New solu-
tions can be developed from the learning acquired in this
work.

Our proposal achieves a high degree of effectiveness
in detecting dangerous driving maneuvers, not only in
the case of intersections, but also for roads without
intersections, e.g., highways or road tunnels with sev-
eral lanes. We leverage clusters of low-cost commodity
machines provisioned with CPUs instead of graphic proces-
sors, achieving significant improvements in algorithms’ time to
completion.

The aim of our system is to provide valuable knowledge
to city authorities to make informed urban mobility planning
decisions by identifying driving patterns that generate acci-
dents. In future work, we will focus on additional patterns that
will help to define citizens’ driving styles in a more precise
manner. Contextual information, such as weather conditions,
day of the week, or city events, which influence driving
decisions, could be considered in future developments. The
integration of our system as one of the sources used for
city mobility statistics collection can help authorities construct
better data analysis models. Furthermore, real-time analysis
of video data from online camera feeds can be achieved
by integrating data streaming analysis frameworks to our
solution.
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